I. INTRODUCTION
The shift in research community towards multi-robotic systems has entailed probe into issues in navigation involving multiple robots. Literaabounds in work relating to multi robot path planning and it is beyond the scope of this effort to review all of them.
Multi-robot motion planning algorithms are traditionally classified as centralized [4, 7, 12, 16] or decentralized [1, 3, 5] . In centralized approaches a single processor computes the plans for all the robots and the robots are controlled fiom a unified command. In the decentralized approach each robot computes its own plan and coordination between robots occur when conflicts are detected through exchange or broadcast of their plans. The tradeoffs between the two approaches are well documented. In case of centralized approach that computes all possible conflicts over enfire trajectories the number of collision checks to be performed and the planning time tends to increase exponentially as the number of robots in the system increases. Also the requirement that all the world knowledge he localized at a single place often turns out to be not practical. Also complete recalculation of paths is required even if one of the robot's plans is altered or environment changes. However centralized approaches can guarantee completeness and optimality of the method. Decentralized approaches on the other hand are less computationally intensive as the computational burden is distributed across the agents and in principle the Computational complexity of the system can be made independent of the number of agents in it. It is more tolerant to changes in the environment or alterations in objectives of the agents. However they are intrinsically incapable of satisfying optimality and completeness criterion. A number of recent approaches try to provide algorithms that combine the advantages of both the approaches. Li and Chou [I31 present a grouping strategy based on the hierarchical sphere tree tbat p u p s robots dynamically. Though the approach is purely a centralized one, the grouping strategy reduces planning time greatly for a large number of robots. The method is especially suitable in cases where the robots are crowded at their starting and goal configurations. Guo and Parker [9] present a distributed algorithm which provides for optimality. The algorithm is distribnted in that each robot computes its own plan and the computations for optimal collision free motion in the form of the modified velocity profile is done on each robot. A performance index based on the velocity profile is also computed for each robot and is broadcast to all other robots along with the velocity profile. All the robots adopt the profile corresponding to the minimum performance index as the optimal profile. Since each robot ends up calculating the velocity profiles for every other robot along their entire trajectories the computational feasibility of the proposed method when the number of robot increases is in question. The complexity of the search space is also exponential in the number of robots in the system. In [ The method presented here is more akin to a real-time reactive setting where each robot is unaware of the complete plans of the other robots and the model of the environment. The work closest to the present is a scheme for cooperative collision avoidance by Fujimora's group [SI and a distributed fuzzy logic approach as reported in [ 131. Their work is based on devising collision avoidance for two robots based. on orientation and velocity coutrol and extend this strategy for the multi robot case based on the usual technique of priority based averaging (PBA). However we have proved in an earlier effort of ours 1111 that such PBA techniques fail when individual actions that get weighted and averaged in the PBA are conflicting in nature. The work of Lumelsky [ 141 is of relation here in that it does not entail broadcast of plans to all other robots. It describes an extension of one of the Bug algorithms to a multi robotic setting. There is not much mention of cooperation or collaborative efforts between the robots except in the limited sense of "reasonable behavior" that enables shrinking the size of collision front of a robd that is sensed by another one.
Conflict resolution through cooperation and conflict
propagation is pertinent to many applications that entail a number of robots that crisscross each other in quick succession or in situations where robots fmd themselves coming together to get across an intersection from various directions which would otherwise result in a logjam. In many such situations it is not reasonable to expect that the information about all such robots be maintained and their actions controlled kom a central command nor does exchange or broadcast of their entire plans to one another at tbe time of eye contact appear intuitive.
I1 PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PREMISES
The followibg premises have been made for algorithm development and simulations: a. Each robot Ri is assigned a start and goal locations and it has access to its current state and its current and aspiring velocities. b. All robots are circular and described by their radius 
A. Formalizing a Collision Conflict (CC)
Since robots are not point objects a collision is not merely a space-time collision, i.e. two or more robots reaching the same point at same time. Rather a CC is one that is spread over an interval of time and hence robots are prohibited ffom moving over a range of velocities for avoiding it. The CC is formalized here for the simple case of two robots moving at constant velocities.
Shown in figure 1, two robots RI and R2 of radii rl and r2 and whose states are (vc,,vn,,@,)and (vc,,vn,,@,)respectively, where vc,, vcl are the current velocities whilevn, , vnz are the aspiring velocities for RI and R2 respectively. Point C in the figure represents the intersection of the future paths traced by their centers. For purpose of collision detection one of the robots RI is shmnk to a point and the other R2 is grown by the radius of the shrunken robot.
The points of interest are the centers C21 and C22 of R2 where the path traced by the point robot RI becomes tangential to R2. At all points between C21 and C22 R2 can have a potential collision wiih RI. C21 and C22 are at distances (r1+ r2)cosec(1B1 -@, I ) on either side of C. The time taken by RZ to reach C21 and C22 given its current state (vc,,vn,,@,) is denoted by f,, and f,,. Similar computations are made for RI with respect to R2 by making RZ a point and growing R1 by r2. Locations C11 and C12 and the time taken by R1 to reach them I,, and f,, are thus computed. A collision or CC is said to be averted between RI andR2 ifandonlyif [t,,,t,,] 
A. Characterizing the Individual Phase
A pair of robots RI and RZ, which have a DC between them are said to be in individual phase of navigation if the conflict is resolved by either of the following two means: (i) RI controls its velocity to vI2 such that it is able to get past C12 before R2 reaches C21 or RI controls its velocity to vII such that it does not reach C11 before RZ reaches czz.
(ii) R2 controls its velocity to V= such that it is able to get past C22 before RI reaches Cl 1 or RZ controls its velocity to vZI such that it does not reach C21 before RI reaches c12. In both cases it would suffice that only one of the two robots controls its velocity. This indeed is the CNX of the individual phase where at-least one of the two robots is able to individually avoid the conflict without requiring the other to take action. 
B. The Cooperative Phase
A pair of robots RI and R2 are said to be in cooperative phase of navigation if and only if they are able to resolve the collision conflict between the two through either of the folkwing rules:
(i) RI is able to get past C12 under maximum acceleration before R2 can get to C21 under maximum deceleration.
(ii) R2 is able to get past C22 under maximum acceleration before RI can get to C11 under maximum deceleration.
Both robots RI and RZ engage in velocity control in complemenmy fashion to circumvent the collision since individual efforts have failed. Essentially the cooperative resolution is a search in the joint space of velocities of both the robots that would resolve the conflict.
C The Coiiflict Propagation Phase
At times robots RI and R2 are unable to resolve conflicts between them either individually or cooperatively because velocities that resolve the conflict between the two result in conflicts with other robots say R3 and R4. In such a scenario R3 and R4 are requested to aid in solving the conflict between RI andR2 and are said to be in an Indirect Conflict (IpC) with RI and R2. Conflict propagation can be a recursive process resulting in a generalized multiple tree like structure (figure Za) where each node of the tree represents a robot and the links the direction of flow of conflicts. In figure 2a robots A manages to solve the request from R4, all links till source RI, namely 'g' and 'a' are removed as well as the links of the other pending request from RJ sourced from R2, namely 'h' and 'c' are also removed. Robots at the third level of hierarchy do not propagate requests.
robots
The robot node C's attempt to resolve the indirect conflict can lead to further conflicts with other robots and \ .\ hence a nested tree structure develops. Further a robot can receive requests to resolve conflicts fiom more than one robot such as the node C which receives requests from X and A. For real-time considerations the following restrictions are enforced for curtailing the growth of the tree. The node at the top level propagates a conflict maximally to two nodes one on its left and the other on its right. In the generalized case a top level node which has propagated its conflict to more than one node on its left or right would need confirmation from all the nodes on its left or right that they have been able to solve the requests before the top level node can adopt the corresponding velocity. Propagating only those conflicts that do not need more than one robot on lee or right prevents longer waiting time. To prevent exponential growth of the tree an intermediate node propagates the conflict if and only if it requires the assistance of only one node below it. If an attempt to solve the conflict by the intermediate node results in finther conflict with more than oue robot then the node returns a failure to its parent node instead of further propagating the conflict. All conflicts are propagated only to two levels of hierarchy below the starting node. The restricted tree structure is shown in figure 4b.
In figure 2b robots R1, RZ and R3 at the f i t level of a tree like structure are the ones that are unable to resolve their DCs cooperatively and propagate it to R4, R5, R6 and R7 at the second level via the links shown. The robots at the second level that receive requests can solve it or propagate to maximum of one level below if there are robots willing to accept or rehtrn a message to the 
Non-muhrol Direct Conflict (NMDC):
A robot RI is said to be in NMDC with R2 when RI's f i t DC in t, is with RZ while R2's fmt DC in t, is however not with RI.
Indirecf Conflict (IDC):
A robot RI is said to be in IDC with R2 if RI has no MDC or NMDC at that instant and has received a request for resolving R2's conflict with some other robot R3.
The broad steps of the overall algorithm are delineated below. Each step of the algorithm itself requires further decomposition into several modules and subtasks that are dealt very briefly here for brevity of space. transmitling robot indicating f&lure. A robot thacreceives requests from more than one robot to participate in its conflict I For any robot Ri do the following steos until Ri reaches its I ' I -~ such as R9 receives requests from R4 and R5, such as R9 I target:. 
3.
RsMDC module: Let RI,R2 be a pair of robots that have a DC between them. Let t,,,t,, be the time taken by them respectively to reach the point C shown in figure 1. The ResMDC module operates according to the steps mentioned in section EL4 and IIIB, where the individual and cooperative phases were described. First steps (i) and (ii) of section IIIA are tried and if they fail step (i) of IIIB is resorted if t,, < tze else step (ii) of IIIB is adopted.
ResNMDC module:
This module is very similar to the ResMDC module except with a delay where the robot RI that has a NMDC with R2 waits for R2 to resolve its MDC before modifying its velocity.
ReslDC module:
The robot RI that is in IDC with R2 is requested modification of its velocity by R2. This modification by RI is such that it permits R2 to adopt a velocity that resolves R2's DC with some other R3. RI ' s response to this request and requests fare along the lines mentioned in section IIIC earlier.
Multiple requests to RI are considered according to their priorities based on the prioritization scheme stated in IIIC.
V SMULATION EXPERIMENTS
In simulation snapshots shown in this section robots are modeled homogenously mainly for simplicity with maximum acceleration and deceleration of 2 m / s 2 , maximum velocity of 5mls and reaction time of 12s. The simulations were developed on the Borland TBuilder IDE for Java. Figure 3a shows an instant during the navigation of a system of five robots where robots 1 and 3 are unable to resolve their conflicts between them individually as well as cooperatively as cooperative solutions lead to indirect conflict with robot 4. Hence 1 and 3 propagate a request to resolve their conflict to 4 thereby embarking on the conflict propagation phase as the last attempt to resolve their conflicts, Robot 4 accepts requests fiom 1 and 3 and is able to solve the request of 1 by modifying its current velocity such that 1 and 3 are able to avoid their mutual direct conflicts. This scenario is depicted in figure 5b where 4 moves faster in such a way 1 and 3 are able to avoid their mutual direct conflict. 
